USIIS Immunize

1. Reports tab

USIIS is working on two projects which will provide a method for an individual, or a dependent's legal guardian, to obtain access to their immunization records in USIIS. One is a joint effort between USIIS and "Docket" (https://docket.care/), a secure mobile application for users to seamlessly store and share their health data with trusted care providers. Docket is beginning a pilot project this April. The other project, known as the “Utah Public Immunization Portal” or PIP, is being developed by USIIS staff to be accessible from within a web browser. It is expected to be available later this year.

In order to link to an immunization record, an individual must have either their email or mobile phone number on the record in USIIS. If this information is present, a verification message will be sent to either the email or mobile number to establish access to the record in USIIS. Alternatively, a unique “USIIS PIN” number can be used. This PIN can be entered within the Docket or PIP applications to verify the link to the immunization record.

In order to obtain a USIIS PIN number, a person may visit either their local county health department or participating provider and obtain an Immunization History Report, Personal Utah Immunization Record, or Recommended Patient Forecast Report for themselves or their legal dependents. These three reports have been updated to include a USIIS PIN number. Each PIN will have an expiration date. After which the PIN will no longer be valid.

For providers participating with USIIS, this public service is completely optional and is not a requirement.